The implementation of a logic requires, besides the definition of a calculus and a decision procedure, the development of techniques to reduce the search space. In this article we introduce some simplification rules for Intuitionistic propositional logic that try to replace a formula with an equi-satisfiable "simpler" one with the aim to reduce the search space. Our results are proved via semantical techniques based on Kripke models. We also provide an empirical evaluation of their impact on implementations.
INTRODUCTION
It is well known that the effective implementation of a logic requires, besides the definition of a calculus and a decision procedure, the development of simplification/optimization techniques to reduce the search space. In the case of Classical Logic the development of simplification/optimization techniques has a long history that goes back to the very beginning of Davis-Putnam procedure implementation [Davis and Putnam 1960; Davis et al. 1962] and resolution implementation [Robinson 1965 ] and continues nowadays. The situation is quite different in the case of tableau calculi for Intuitionistic Logic, indeed in this framework very little work has been done in this direction despite the interest for this logic. As far as we know, the only works that address these issues in the context of tableau calculi are Massacci [1998] and Hustadt and Schmidt [1998] ; however, these papers essentially refer to classical and modal logics, even if some of their ideas can be adapted to the case of Intuitionistic Logic.
Before entering into the details of our work, we remark that in the setting of automated deduction the word optimization refers to different aspects. To clarify our discussion we introduce the following distinction: we call simplification technique a method that enables to replace a formula with an equi-satisfiable one with the aim to reduce the search space; we call optimization technique a method to visit the search space that tries to avoid inessential branches or useless backtracking. Examples of the former technique are unit propagation [Dowling and Gallier 1984; Zhang and Stickel 2000] , Boolean simplification rules [Massacci 1998 ], the Syntactic Trees Transformations [Aguilera et al. 2001 ] and the simplification techniques described in Hustadt and Schmidt [1998] for the modal logic K. A well-known example of the latter are backjumping rules; see, for instance, the one described in Hustadt and Schmidt [1998] for the modal logic KE and, in the framework of Intuitionistic Logic, the strategy to reduce backtracking presented in Weich [1998] .
In this article we concentrate our attention on simplification rules for tableau calculi for Intuitionistic propositional Logic. The aim of these rules is to reduce the formulas to be analyzed as much as possible before applying a branch or a noninvertible rule (which requires backtracking). Our starting point is the simplification technique presented in Massacci [1998] , which consists in replacing every occurrence of a formula assumed to be true with the logical constant and every occurrence of a formula assumed to be false with ⊥. As an example, if A can be replaced with , we can rewrite the formula A ∨ B as ∨ B, which can be simplified to . In the tableau systems for classical logic the notions of provable and unprovable are codified by means of the signs T and F [Smullyan 1968] . It is well known that the sign (polarity) of a formula determines also the sign (polarity) of every occurrence of its subformulas in a proof [Kleene 1967, Lemma 14, page 337] . If the sign of a propositional variable occurring in a set of signed formulas is always T (respectively F), then such a variable is equivalent to (respectively ⊥). This technique can be applied also in the intuitionistic setting, but, differently from classical logic, here the signs T and F are not dual, in particular FA does not imply that A is equivalent to ⊥. Thus, replacement can be performed only if further conditions are satisfied. In this article we present several criteria under which such a replacement can be applied. In Sections 4 and 5 we introduce the rules T-permanence, T¬-permanence and F-permanence that allow us to replace, under suitable conditions, propositional variables with and ⊥. After the replacements, we can apply the Boolean simplification rules defined in Section 3 to reduce the size of the set of formulas to be decided. The results in Sections 6 and 7 extend those presented in previous sections. In Section 8 we discuss the impact of our simplification rules on the performances of a theorem prover. Finally, in Section 9 we discuss some possible extensions of our results.
We remark that our simplification rules are independent from the tableau calculus at hand. Moreover, these rules are invertible. As discussed in Section 2, this means that we can apply them at any point of a proof-search strategy without affecting its completeness. Finally, via the usual translation [Avellone et al. 1999] , these rules can also be applied in implementations based on sequent calculi. We conclude noticing that all the results are proved by means of the Kripke semantics for Intuitionistic Logic, which is the guide to understand our simplification rules.
NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES
We consider the propositional language L based on a denumerable set of propositional variables PV, the logical connectives ¬, ∧, ∨, → and the logical constants and ⊥. Writing formulas we assume that ¬ binds stronger than ∧ and ∨, which in turn are stronger than →.
We recall the main definitions about Kripke semantics (see, e.g., Chagrov and Zakharyaschev [1997] for more details). An (intuitionistic) Kripke model for L is a structure K = P, ≤, ρ, , where P, ≤, ρ is a poset with minimum ρ and the forcing relation is a binary relation on P × PV such that α p and α ≤ β imply β p (monotonicity property). The forcing relation extends to arbitrary formulas of L as follows:
With the notation α A we mean that α A does not hold. It is easy to prove that the monotonicity property holds for arbitrary formulas, that is, α A and α ≤ β imply
It is wellknown that Intuitionistic propositional Logic Int coincides with the set of formulas valid in all Kripke models [Chagrov and Zakharyaschev 1997] .
A tableau calculus T works on signed formulas, namely formulas of L prefixed with one of the signs T or F. The semantics of formulas extends to signed formulas as follows. Given a Kripke model K = P,≤,ρ, , α ∈ P and a signed formula
-H ≡ TA and α A; -H ≡ FA and α A.
These definitions extend in the obvious way to sets of signed formulas: for instance, K, α £ means that K, α £ H, for every H ∈ ; is realizable iff K, α £ H for some Kripke model K and α in K. By definition, A ∈ Int iff FA is not realizable.
We remark that, by the monotonicity property, the T-signed formulas are persistent, namely: K, α £ TA and α ≤ β imply K, β £ TA. On the other hand, F-signed formulas are not persistent.
In general, a tableau calculus T consists of a set of rules of the form:
where (the premise of r) and 1 , . . . , n (the consequences of r) are nonempty sets of signed formulas of L. A proof-table for is a tree τ such that:
-the root of τ is ; -for every node in τ , if 1 , . . . , n are the immediate successors of , then there exists an instance of a rule r of T having as premise and 1 , . . . , n as consequences.
A set of signed formulas is contradictory if either T⊥ ∈ or F ∈ . When all the leaves of a proof-table τ are contradictory, we say that τ is closed. A finite set of signed formulas is provable in T iff there exists a closed proof-table for .
A tableau calculus T is complete for Int iff, for every finite set of signed formulas , is provable in T iff is not realizable (hence, A ∈ Int iff FA is provable in T ). Let T be a complete calculus; to decide the realizability of we have to search for a closed proof-table τ for . A proof-search algorithm tries to build τ by applying the rules of T in all possible ways: whenever a node of the proof-table is generated, a rule r of T is applied to and, recursively, the search proceeds on the new nodes. Let r be a rule with premise and consequences 1 , . . . , n :
-r is sound iff realizable implies that there exists k ∈ {1, . . . , n} such that k is realizable; -r is invertible iff r is sound and, for every k ∈ {1, . . . , n}, if k is realizable then is realizable.
In proof-search, the application of an invertible rule r of a complete calculus T does not require backtracking. Indeed, suppose to apply r to and let 1 , . . . , n be the consequences of r. If, for some k ∈ {1, . . . , n}, k is not provable, by the completeness of T it follows that k is realizable hence, being r invertible, is realizable. We can conclude that is not provable, and there is no need to try the application of another rule to .
A complete tableau calculus is terminating if proof-search can be accomplished in finite time. Accordingly, for every finite set , proof-search terminates in finite time and, if no closed-proof table is found, is realizable.
The simplification rules introduced in this article are intended to be added to a tableau calculus T which is complete for Int and terminating. The aim of these rules is to narrow the proof-search space. An essential feature we require for simplification rules is invertibility, so to avoid backtracking on their application. Note that the proof of the invertibility of a rule r only depends on its definition (and not on T ); in many cases such a proof is immediate, sometimes it is rather involved (as for the rules in Section 6).
Simplification rules act on a set by replacing subformulas occurring in formulas of with "simpler" ones. An example of invertible simplification rule is the rule substituting any occurrence of A ∧ ⊥ in with ⊥. One expects that such a replacement narrows the search-space (indeed, complex formulas collapse to ⊥) and has not side effects on the termination of proof-search. Clearly, the impact of simplification rules on proof-search must be checked case-by-case, depending on the calculus T at hand; we trust that the known calculi for Int should take advantage of adopting the simplification rules introduced in the article. For the sake of concreteness, in the rest of the article we study the benefits of simplification rules on the tableau calculus T Int , a slight variant of the calculus Tab [Avellone et al. 2008] .
The Calculus T Int
The rules of the calculus T Int are presented in Figure 1 . In the formulation of the rules, we use the notation , H as a shorthand for ∪ {H}. In the premise of a rule, writing , H we assume that H ∈ . T Int essentially coincides with the terminating calculus Tab for Int presented in Avellone et al. [2008] . More in details, Tab uses the sign F c besides the usual signs T and F; in T Int we do not use the sign F c and the rules for F c are translated by substituting F c A with the equivalent signed formula T¬A. We made this choice to ease the presentation: the sign F c , which is not standard in tableau calculi, would require ad-hoc simplification rules. The rules contr 1 and contr 2 of T Int are introduced to represent the closure rules of Tab in our setting. The rule MP is a generalization of the rule T → Atom of Tab (T → Atom can be applied only if A is a propositional variable). Thus, one can define a one-to-one translation between proof-tables of Tab and proof-tables of T Int . Due to this correspondence, the results proved in Avellone et al. [2008] for Tab also apply to T Int . In particular, to prove the termination of T Int we need the following degree functions [Avellone et al. 2008] :
14:6 M. Ferrari et al. One can easily check that all the rules r of T Int are decreasing w.r.t. the function dg, namely: if is any of the consequences obtained by applying r to a finite set , then dg( ) < dg( ). As a consequence, any proof-table for has height bounded by dg( ), and this implies that T Int is terminating. In Avellone et al. [2008] , an efficient proofsearch algorithm for Tab is presented and an efficient implementation, called PITP, is discussed.
All the simplification rules introduced in this article are decreasing w.r.t. dg (the proofs are immediate and will be omitted), thus their addition to T Int does not affect the termination of proof-search. We show by means of significant examples that such rules actually reduce the proof-search space.
REPLACEMENT AND BOOLEAN SIMPLIFICATION RULES
In this section we recall the simplification rules introduced in Avellone et al. [2008] . Such rules allow us to simplify signed formulas by replacing some of their subformulas either with ⊥ or . First of all we introduce the notion of (signed) formula substitution: It is easy to prove the following facts:
LEMMA 3.1. Let K = P, ≤, ρ, be a Kripke model, H a signed formula, A a formula, and α ∈ P.
Let us consider the following rules:
By Lemma 3.1, Theorem 3.2 immediately follows. These rules are the intuitionistic version of the analogous rules for classical tableaux discussed in Massacci [1998] . After having applied a replacement rule, we can simplify the formulas by means of the invertible Boolean simplification rules in Figure 2 . Now, we present the analogous rule for F-signed formulas introduced in Avellone et al. [2008] . We remark that, differently from Classical Logic, where the signs F and T are dual, in Intuitionistic Logic T-signed formulas are persistent while F-signed formulas are not. Due to this asymmetry the replacement rule for F-signed formulas involves a notion of partial substitution which is weaker than the "full" substitution used so far. Formally, given the formulas Z , A and B, we denote with Z {B/A} the partial substitution of A with B in Z defined as follows:
We remark that partial substitutions do not act on subformulas with main connective
Given a signed formula S Z with S ∈ {T, F}, we denote with S Z {B/A} the signed formula S(Z {B/A}). Given a set of signed formulas , {B/A} is the set containing K{B/A} for every K ∈ . Proceeding by induction on the structure of the signed formula H it is easy to prove the following result. As discussed in Avellone et al. [2008] , the rules Replace-T, Replace-T¬ and Replace-F together with the Boolean simplification rules can considerably reduce the search space.
RULES FOR PROPOSITIONAL VARIABLES WITH CONSTANT SIGN
The rules Replace-T and Replace-T¬ of Section 3 can be applied whenever a signed formula TA or T¬A occurs in . In this section we exploit some conditions under which we can replace a propositional variable p applying the rules of Section 3 also when T p or T¬ p does not explicitly occur in . The condition for the applicability of these rules is based on the notion of polarity of p: p can be eliminated from (replaced with or ⊥) if all the occurrences of p in have the same polarity. Our notion of positive and negative polarity of a propositional variable p in a signed formula H is formalized by the relations p + H ( p positively occurs in H) and p − H ( p negatively occurs in H). Hereafter we use S to denote either T or F. The definition of p l H, with l ∈ {+, −}, is by induction on the structure of H:
Given a set of signed formulas , p l iff, for every H ∈ , p l H. Now, let K = P, ≤, ρ, be a Kripke model and p a propositional variable. We define the Kripke models K + p and K − p as follows:
Note that, for every α ∈ P, K
We prove that, moving from the model K to the model K l p , with l ∈ {+, −}, the validity of signed formulas H such that p l H is preserved.
LEMMA 4.1. Let K = P,≤,ρ, be a Kripke model, let H be a signed formula, and let p be a propositional variable.
PROOF. The proof easily goes by structural induction on H. As an example, we prove Point (1) Example 4.3. We show how the rule T-permanence can improve proof-search. Let
for H = T(A → B). Let us assume that p
The formula A is classically valid but not intuitionistically valid 1 . To decide A, we have to search for a proof of FA. Since r + FA, we can apply the rule T-permanence to get the set
and, simplifying ¬¬ → s to s with the rules of Figure 2 , we get:
Now, we proceed applying the rules F → and T∧ of T Int and we get:
The only rule applicable to 3 is the branching rule T →→ and we obtain the nodes
where a is a new propositional variable. Applying rules MP and contr 1 to 5 we get a contradictory set. As for 4 , we have that q + 4 , hence, applying T-permanence we get:
Simplifying we obtain 7 = { T , T(s → t), T¬¬s, Fa, T(a → p), T(t → a) }. Now, p + 7 hence, by T-permanence and simplification, T(a → p) reduces to T and we get:
, T¬¬s, Fa, T(t → a) }. Now, we can only apply the T¬¬ rule and we obtain the set 9 = { T , T(s → t), Ts, T(t → a) }.
Applying MP twice we get the set 10 = { T , Tt, Ts, Ta}, which is clearly not contradictory and cannot be treated by any rule of the calculus. Since in our derivation there is no backtrack point, we conclude that FA is not provable.
If we disregard the rule T-permanence, that is we only apply then rules of T Int , we have to begin the proof of FA by applying the rules F → and T∧ obtaining
1 A is the formula SYJ211+1.001 of ILTP Library [Raths et al. 2007] .
At this point we have a backtrack point since the rule T →→ can be applied to T((¬¬r → s) → t) or to T((¬¬s → t) → p).
THE RULE F-PERMANENCE
In this section we discuss the conditions under which it is correct to apply the partial substitution of a propositional variable p with ⊥ also in the case the formula F p is not explicitly at hand.
Given a propositional variable p and a signed formula H, the relation p − w H ( p weakly negatively occurs in H) is defined by induction on the structure of H:
w H, but the converse does not hold. Given a set of signed formulas, we say that p − w iff, for every H ∈ , p − w H. Now, let us consider the following construction over Kripke models. Given K = P,≤,ρ, and a propositional variable p, let ρ ∈ P. By K w p we denote the structure P , ≤ , ρ , such that:
It is easy to check that K Example 5.3. As an application of this rule, let us consider the set
First of all, we notice that the propositional variables p, q and r do not occur in 1 with constant sign, that is x + 1 and x − 1 for every x ∈ {p, q, r}, thus the replacement rules discussed Sections 4 cannot be applied to 1 . On the other hand r − w 1 , hence we can apply F-permanence and we get the set
Applying the Boolean simplification rules to 2 we get:
We remark that the negative occurrence of p has disappeared, and now p + 3 . We can apply the rule T-permanence and the Boolean simplification rules, obtaining the set 4 = { T , F⊥, F(r → q) }, which does not have a closed proof-table. Since the derivation does not contain any backtrack point we conclude that 1 is not provable.
PERMANENCE RULES UNDER CONTEXTS
Permanence rules described in Sections 4 and 5 act on propositional variables with constant polarity in a set of signed formulas. In this section we describe a generalization of these rules allowing us to apply replacement on propositional variables which occur with constant polarity in opportune subformulas of formulas in .
A context is a particular formula containing only one occurrence of a dedicated propositional variable (not used elsewhere in sets of formulas) and denoted by * . Formally, we consider contexts * defined as follows:
where ∈ {∧, ∨} and C is any formula. Given a context * and a formula A, by A we denote the formula obtained by replacing * with A in * . In the following we always consider contexts under the sign F so that * has a negative polarity. The set of antecedents Ant( * ) of a context * is inductively defined as follows.
Now, let us consider the following rules: 
We remark that the rules T-cperm and T¬-cperm can be seen as a particular case of T-cperm and T¬-cperm respectively, via the intuitionistic equivalence ¬A ≡ A → ⊥. In Section 6.1 we prove that these rules are invertible. The side condition on Ant( * ) is essential to guarantee the invertibility. For instance, let us consider the context * = ¬ p → * . If we drop out the condition on Ant( * ), we could apply T-cperm to
, and we would obtain F → q = F(¬ p → ( → q)) which is realizable, whereas
We give some examples of application.
Example 6.1. Let us consider the signed formula
First of all we notice that, for x ∈ {p, q}, neither x + H 1 nor x − H 1 holds; moreover, the partial substitution of x with ⊥ in H 1 has no effect, hence the application of the rule F-permanence is useless. Now, let us consider the context * = ¬q ∨ ((q → ¬ p) → * ). We have that H 1 = F (¬q ∧ p) ∨ ( p → q) . Since Ant( * ) = {q → ¬p} and p − w T(q → ¬p), we can apply the rule F-cperm to H 1 and we get
which simplifies to
Now, let us consider the context * = ¬q ∨ * . Then
Since Ant( * ) = ∅ and q − F((q → ¬p) → ( p → q)), we can apply the rule T¬-cperm obtaining
which is not provable. Since all the applied rules are invertible, we conclude that H 1 is not provable. Example 6.2. As another example, let us consider the signed formula
and let us consider the context * = a → (( p ∨ q) → * ) ∨ p. We have that
Since Ant( * ) = {a, p ∨ q}, r − w Ta and r − w T( p ∨ q) we can apply the rule F-cperm and we get:
This signed formula simplifies to
Let us consider the context * = a → * ∨ p. Then
Since Ant( * ) = {a}, p + Ta and p + F(( p ∨ q) → (r → q)), we can apply the rule T-cperm and we get
which is not provable. Since this proof only consists of invertible rules, we deduce that K 1 is unprovable. We remark that proof-search for K 1 in T Int is more expensive since one has to apply several noninvertible rules.
To support the usefulness of the simplification rules described in this section, we point out that the T-cperm and F-cperm rules reduce backtracking required to decide the family of de Bruijn formulas (the family SYJ207+1 of ILTP library [Raths et al. 2007] ).
Proof of Invertibility
The proof of invertibility of the rules T-cperm, T¬-cperm, T-cperm , T¬-cperm and F-cperm is not trivial and requires some machinery. We start by stating some properties about contexts which can be easily proved by induction on the structure of * . LEMMA 6.3. Let K = P, ≤, ρ, be a Kripke model, α ∈ P, and let * be a context.
The following lemma extends lemmas 3.1 and 3.3 to contexts.
LEMMA 6.4. Let K = P, ≤, ρ, be a Kripke model and α ∈ P. Then:
Let K 1 = P 1 , ≤ 1 , ρ 1 , 1 and K 2 = P 2 , ≤ 2 , ρ 2 , 2 be two Kripke models; K 1 and K 2 are disjoint if P 1 ∩ P 2 = ∅. Let K 1 and K 2 be disjoint and let ρ ∈ P 1 ∪ P 2 . By K 1 ρ K 2 we denote the Kripke model K = P, ≤, ρ, such that:
(see, for instance, the models in Figures 3 and 4) . One can easily check that, for every signed formula H, every i ∈ {1, 2} and every α ∈ P i , it holds that
We show that in the model K 1 ρ K 2 we have a sort of downward preservation of T-signed formulas realizability: under suitable conditions, the realizability of a signed formula TD in the root of K 1 implies the realizability of TD in ρ. To prove the invertibility of the rule T-cperm, the crucial point is to build a model K * 
PROOF. By induction on the structure of * .
There is α ∈ P such that K, α £ TA and K, α £ FB. By Lemma 4.1, there exists a Kripke model K = P , ≤ , α , such that:
Since p + TA and p + FB, by (P2) we get K , α £ TA and K , α £ FB. Without loss of generality we can assume that K and K are disjoint. Let ρ * ∈ P ∪ P and let Figure 3) . Since ρ * ≤ * α , we get
and Point (i) is proved. Point (ii) follows by the fact that
To prove Point (iii), we observe that, for every D such that p + TD, K, ρ £ TD implies K , α £ TD (this follows by the fact that ρ ≤ α and (P2)). Now, we can apply Lemma 6.5, and Point (iii) is proved.
Let
In the former case, the model K * = K meets points (i)-(iii). In the latter case, by induction hypothesis there exists a model
, and the assertion is proved.
By the induction hypothesis, there exists a model K = P , ≤ , β , such that:
Since C ∈ Ant( * ), by the hypothesis of the lemma it holds that p + TC; hence, by (P4), we get K , β £ TC. We can reason as in the base case taking the model K ρ * K as K * , where ρ * ∈ P ∪ P (see Figure 4) . Indeed, since ρ * ≤ * β , we get 
LEMMA 6.8. 
Finally, we can prove the main theorem of this section.
THEOREM 6.9. The rules T-cperm, ¬T-cperm, T-cperm , T¬-cperm and F-cperm are invertible.
PROOF. Let us consider the rule T-cperm. Let be a set of signed formulas such that p + T and F A → B a formula such that p + F(A → B) and, for every Z ∈ Ant( * ), p + TZ . We have to prove that
If the set ∪{F A → B } is realizable, by Lemma 6.6 there exists a Kripke model K = P, ≤, ρ, such that K, ρ £ F A ∧ p → B and K, ρ £ . By Lemmas 6.4(i) and 6.3, it follows that
} is realizable, and this proves the soundness of the rule T-cperm.
Conversely, let us assume that the set
Invertibility of T-cperm immediately follows from the invertibility of T-cperm. Indeed, F ¬A is realizable iff F A → ⊥ is realizable. By the previous discussion
The other cases are similar.
PRUNING OVER CONJUNCTIVE CONTEXTS
In this section we define a "strong" simplification technique we call pruning, which is based on the conjunctive context cc(H) of a signed formula H. By cc(H) we denote a set of signed formulas built from the subformulas of H with the following property: for every Kripke model K = P,≤,ρ, and every
Formally, the conjunctive context of H is defined as follows.
-cc(S p) = {S p}, with p a propositional variable -cc(T¬ p) = {T¬ p}, with p propositional variable
It is easy to check that, given a formula A, the signed formulas in cc(S A) have sign S. Moreover, all the signed formulas in cc(T¬A) are of the kind T¬A . It is easy to prove the following by induction on the structure of H.
Now, let us consider the pruning function, described in Figure 5 , which calls the following functions.
-simpl. It takes as input a set of signed formulas and returns the set of signed formulas obtained by applying the Boolean simplification rules of Figure 2 and the replacement rules Replace-T, Replace-T¬ and Replace-F as long as possible. By the results given in Section 3, K, α £ iff K, α £ simpl( ). We remark that the permanence rules cannot be applied in simpl because it works on subformulas of the premise, while the applicability condition of permanence rules involve the whole premise.
-extract. It takes a nonempty set of signed formulas as input and works as follows:
The pruning algorithm satisfies the following properties. PROOF. The proof goes by induction on the structure of H. We only treat some relevant cases. If H = S p or H = T¬ p, then the assertions immediately follow. If H = T(X ∧ Y ) then, by induction hypothesis, pruning(TX ) = TX and pruning(TY ) = TY . Since cc(TX ) ∪ cc(TY ) only contains T-signed formulas and the simplification rules do not act on the sign, by definition of extract, the sign of the returned formula is T. This proves Point (i). Now, K, α£ H iff K, α£TX and K, α£TY . By induction hypothesis this holds iff K, α £ TX and K, α £ TY iff, by Lemma 7.1, K, α £cc(TX )∪cc(TY ). By the properties of simpl and by the fact that simpl(cc(TX )∪ cc(TY )) only consists of T-signed formulas, this holds iff K, α£extract(simpl(cc(TX )∪ cc(TY ))). Let H = T¬(X ∧ Y ). Point (i) immediately follows by construction of the returned formula. As for Point (ii), let us suppose that K, α £ T¬(X ∧ Y ) and let φ be a final element of K 2 such that α ≤ φ. Then, K, φ £ T¬X or K, φ £ T¬Y . Let T¬X = pruning(T¬X ) and T¬Y = pruning(T¬Y ). By induction hypothesis K, φ £ T¬X or K, φ £ T¬Y . By Lemma 7.1, K, φ £ cc(T¬X ) ∩ cc(T¬Y ). Since this holds for every final element φ of K such that α ≤ φ and all the signed formulas in cc(T¬X ) ∩ cc(T¬Y ) are of the kind T¬A, we get that
note that all the formulas in are of the kind T¬Z ). We have K, α £ , which implies K, α £ T¬( T¬Z ∈ Z ). For the converse, the proof is similar.
we cannot apply the rules T-permanence, T¬-permanence and F-permanence. By applying the rule pruning to we get the set
Since z − , it follows that z − pruning( ), thus z − 1 . Now, we can apply the rule T¬-permanence replacing z with ⊥ in 1 and then the Boolean simplification rules. This sequence of applications of invertible rules erases z and reduces the size of the set . Without the rule pruning, such a result is obtainable by instantiating the premise of the noninvertible rule F → with , but this application, differently from the sequence of rules applied previously, introduces a backtrack point.
EMPIRICAL EVALUATION
Here we discuss how the rules described in the previous sections influence the performances of a theorem prover. First of all we notice that, implementing formulas by graphs where all occurrences of a given subformula are represented by pointers to the same node, and sets of formulas as pointers to formulas, the rules Replace-T and Replace-T¬ of Section 3 can be implemented in constant time. More than this, note that, given a set where no replacement rule is applicable, after an application of a rule r of T Int the only formulas candidated to be replaced are those in evidence in the conclusion of r, hence it requires constant time to decide if one of the rules Replace-T and Replace-T¬ is applicable. As for the rule Replace-F, both to decide its applicability and to apply it requires time linear w.r.t. the size of the premise. Boolean simplifications can be applied only if a logical constant occurs in the set (e.g., after a replacement application) and every single application of a Boolean simplification rule requires constant time; hence the whole Boolean simplification step requires linear time. To check the polarity of a propositional variable (i.e., to decide p + H, p − H or p − w H) requires linear time in the length of H; as a consequence, the application of permanence rules of Sections 4 and 5 requires linear time in the size of the premise. As for the context-permanence rules of Section 6, the number of contexts is linear in the length of the premise of the rule and, given a context, the application of the rule requires linear time in the size of the premise. Finally, the complexity of the pruning rule requires quadratic time in the size of the premise.
To get an empirical evidence of the impact of our simplification techniques, we realized a Prolog theorem prover, called BPPI (Basic Prolog Prover for Intuitionism), based on the calculus T Int extended with the rules of Section 3 and on the proof-search strategy described in Avellone et al. [2008] . According to the discussion of Section 2.1 on the relations between T Int and Tab, BPPI turns out to be a Prolog implementation of PITP [Avellone et al. 2008] . We point out that BPPI already implements replacement and Boolean simplifications rules of Section 3. We tested how performances of BPPI are affected by the optimizations introduced in this article. In particular we compare BPPI with the following theorem provers.
-EPPI (Extended Prolog Prover for Intuitionism) extends BPPI with the rules T-permanence, T¬-permanence of Section 4 and F-permanence of Section 5. -EPPI+ extends EPPI with context rules of Section 6. An implementation of EPPI+ is presented in Ferrari et al. [2010] , where the proof-search strategy is described in full details. -EPPI++ extends EPPI+ with the rule pruning of Section 7. In Figure 6 we report the timings of experiments performed on random generated formulas with 1024 connectives and a number of variables ranging from 1 to 1024. In every entry we indicate the number of formulas decided in the specified time range and between brackets we put the total time required to decide them; "9(n.a.)" in the last column means that 9 formulas require more than 600secs to be decided. The results emphasize that for formulas decidable in few steps, the overhead of the simplification rules slows down the prover, but when the formula requires a lot of computation optimizations are effective. As a matter of fact EPPI, EPPI+ and EPPI++ decide all the formulas within 600secs.
We remark that we tested our provers on random generated formulas because simplification rules have little impact on the formulas of the ILTP-library, which is the standard benchmark for intuitionistic theorem provers. This is due to the fact that the ILTP library only includes 12 families of formulas and on many of them simplifications are not activated. For the sake of completeness in Figure 7 we show the timings of experiments performed on the ILTP Library [Raths et al. 2007 ] for the families with a significant computation time. First we notice that BPPI outperforms EPPI, EPPI+ and EPPI++ on the families SYJ201, SYJ207, SYJ209 and SYJ212, this because of the overhead required to check the applicability of simplifications while they are never applied. Nevertheless, we note that on these formulas the performances of EPPI and EPPI+ are not far from those of BPPI. As for the families where the sign permanence rules work, we notice a sharp gain of EPPI and EPPI+ with respect to BPPI, in particular this happens on the families SYJ205 and SYJ211. We remark that the sign permanence rules are applied also to decide the families SYJ202 and SYJ208. The family SYJ207 (de Bruijn formulas) is the only one where the context rules actually work. Although the timings show a slow-down due to the overhead needed to decide the application of the context rules we remark that their application reduce backtracking in proof-search. The performances could be surely improved by a more accurate implementation of data structures. Finally EPPI++ is far slower than EPPI and EPPI+ because the pruning rules are never applied to these families and the check of the applicability of the pruning rule is time consuming.
The last two columns of Figure 7 report the timings of PITP [Avellone et al. 2008 ] and Imogen [McLaughlin and Pfenning 2008] , the fastest provers on the ILTP-library available so far. We remark that, in general, these provers outperform our implementation. This is not surprising since our Prolog prototypes lack of the graph formulas representation mentioned at the beginning of this section. Nevertheless, in the case of family SYJ211 our provers outperform PITP and Imogen.
CONCLUSIONS
In this article we have presented rules based on replacement of formulas with logical constants, with the aim to speed-up deductions. To prove correctness and invertibility we employ semantical techniques based on Kripke models. Invertibility of the rules is an important point, since enables us to apply them at any step of the deduction without requiring backtracking. As discussed in the previous section, to establish the conditions of the applicability of the rules low overhead is required. Moreover, these techniques improve the performances of theorem provers for Intuitionistic Logic.
We remark that, as far as we know, in the framework of tableau/sequent calculi for Intuitionistic Logic there is no general investigation on simplification/optimization techniques. In the literature on theorem provers for Intuitionistic Logic the only reported optimization techniques are the structural sharing of STRIP [LarcheyWendling et al. 2001 ] and the focusing employed in Imogen [McLaughlin and Pfenning 2008] . Both these optimizations have a very different flavor with respect to our rules; indeed, the former is essentially an optimization regarding implementation issues, while the latter is an optimization strategy to control the nondeterminism in proof-search.
We point out that our rules can be adapted to sequent systems via the usual translation between tableau and sequent calculi. We refer the reader to Avellone et al. [1999] , where such a translation is discussed also for tableau calculi using signs other than T and F.
The semantical techniques used in this article can be applied to design similar rules for intermediate and modal logics with Kripke semantics. In particular the rules T-permanence, T¬-permanence and pruning can be straightforwardly adapted to first order Intuitionistic Logic and to intermediate logics. These rules can also be reformulated for modal logics via a suitable definition of positive and negative occurrence of a propositional variable in a modal formula. As for the rules F-permanence and the context rules, the definitions of partial substitution and context strictly depend on the notion of validity in intuitionistic Kripke models. Hence their extension to other logics requires an appropriate reformulation for the logic at hand.
